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ABSTRACT
Based on IOT, the Location based services (LBS) and spatial range queries (SPG) have received great impact and
became more popular and is absolutely needed in recent years. This leads to several issues such as increase in search
latency, minimum numbers of queries for a user and known sample attacks. So, in order to overcome the issues in
LBS, a coordinate transformation suite technique (CTS) based on ss-tree index structure has been proposed by
Lichen et. al.,. They used Euclidean distance to calculate the distance between two locations. This paper replaces
Euclidean distance with the great circle distance (GCD) to calculate the shortest distance between two locations.
Using GCD in the scheme has increased the number of queries generated and the query latency has been decreased.
Keywords: Outsourced encrypted data, privacy-enhancing technology, SPG (spatial range query), coordinate
transformation suite, LBS (Location-based services).

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few decades, LBS was used to control
army force only. Today, with advances in technology
LBS is used anywhere to find the location of any areas
by using maps & navigation, tracking services,
information services and applications also. SPG (spatial
range query) is generally used in LBS, which allows
user’s interest (i.e.; location search for hotels, climate,
traffic, weather reports, friend finders etc). It consists
of GIS (geographic information system) service that is
a collection of dimensional objects (points, lines, and
polygons) related to point queries, range queries, k- nn
queries and spatial join. Spatial query is supported by
both geo-databases (database of geological data such as
places, countries, official divisions and related
information) and spatial databases (to load and concern
data that execute objects describes in a dimensional
space). GIS is an achieved system to maintain, store,
manage, evaluate and execute geographic dimensional
data. Spatial range query is an online mobile service in
LBS, users are sensitive to query latency and it may be
impossible to secure the query inspite of interruptions.
There are many hacking techniques to find users
location i.e.: Eye spy, find my friends, fake GPS fake

location, white pages, exposed installer etc. By
utilizing these applications others can easily find where
the particular user stayed in an area.

Figure 1: a) Point of distribution b) ss-tree structure[6]
Fig 1. (b) Shows the flow of users locations in ss-tree.
It hides each node’s location information using the
predicate encryption technique proposed in [10] and
removes unnecessary information. It provides two
functions: detecting of matched nodes and intersection
of circular areas. Euclidean distance is used to measure
distance between two locations and generating
minimum no. of queries by the user. With minimum
no .of queries being generated the latency of finding a
location is more. In order to reduce this latency, this
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paper proposes a great circle distance between two
points based on ss-tree index structure. This method
generates more no. of queries for a user.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2
presents the related work: Section 3 presents the
preliminaries: Section 4 presents the proposed
approach: section 5 performance evaluation: Finally
section 6 Concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
Internet of things (IOT) is an advanced technology in
which we can collect and exchange data by using some
sensors in many areas. Here we encounter a problem as
“How we protect user’s location to avoid hacking
techniques in privacy way?”. If a user in current
location wants to search another location, his location
can be easily traced by hacker using fake GPS [7]. To
overcome this problem many location based techniques
were introduced by many researchers. Based on those
techniques users can easily secure their information in
an efficient way. PIR (private information retrieval) is a
kind of technique in which the information of a
particular user’s location can be protected against
unauthorized PIR can be used to store all the users POI
(point of interest) queries in privacy preserving manner
[2].
To support spatial range query, an LBS user and
provider should maintain minimum POIs queries by
using PIR technique. But, recently CTS (coordinate
transformation suite) is one of the techniques wherein it
used to generate a encrypted query and calculates the
distance between two locations of that query [1].
Actually, we can calculate the distance of two locations
by using Euclidean distance (finding only straight line
distance) [8]. At initial stage CTS will maintain the
queries and store that query in LBS provider. By using
the great circle distance instead of Euclidean distance
we can calculate the distance in short period of time
and generate the queries. To view that queries LBS user
gets the secret key from LBS provider by using
predicate encryption schema [10]. This schema
generates the key for each and every query in the cloud
and sends that key to users in an encrypted format.
Otherwise, there is a chance of attack models such as
cipher text attack, access pattern attack, plaintext attack,
sample attack [4] and so on. In order to solve these
problems similarity search structure [5] is needed as in

fig.1 for spatial range query. For indexing spatial data,
there actually exist a few data structures such as
multidimensional range search [3] and KNN search [9]
used for privacy-preserving query, location data, e.g.,
the location data of points, circular areas, rectangular
areas and single-dimension ranges must be concealed.
Lichen li et al [6] proposed the index structure for
similar dimension which is used to determine whether a
current position is within a given circular area in a
secure preserving way. It allows testing the exactness
of detecting matched records and the intersection of
circular areas via inner product range without opening
the user’s data in cloud (fig 1). However, ss-tree
searches minimum no. of encrypted queries and
increases the latency of a specific user location.

III. PRELIMINARIES
This section discusses some preliminaries required for
proposed work. There are two different techniques used for
LBS.
1) Coordinate transformation suite:
CTS help to find out a distance between two locations by
using Euclidean distance. But Euclidean distance is used to
measure only straight line distance. To overcome this
problem we can replace the great circle distance instead of
Euclidean distance. It helps to calculate the shortest distance
between two locations.The following equation is used to find
the GCD in a particular area.

Dns represents distance from north to south, r E represents
radius of earth, ∆ns represents angle between north to south
likewise we can also calculate from east to west, D
represents great circle distance.
2) SS-tree index structure:
As shown in fig 1.(b) SS-tree used to detect the matched
records and intersection of circular areas. In this ss-tree hides
each tree node’s location information using the predicateonly encryption
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Scheme, and removes unnecessary information. Because of
the encryption, detecting circular area intersection and
matched records are also different when searching matched
records with the tree.

dimension. By using this UTM, API key is used to
generate the maps for particular location. Basically the
queries must be increased in a encode format and
reduces the latency by using this GCD.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
To implement CTS, the system model considers three
entities: LBS provider, LBS user and cloud.

The framework in fig. 5 shows the flow of calculating
the generated query result by using applications of CTS.
This paper uses the geometric objects are from ESRI
(environmental system research institute) in GIS, a
software product for ARCGIS, web-GIS and geodatabase management applications for experimentation.
The geometric objects can also be obtained from
various mapping frameworks such as ESRI, ARCGIS,
JavaScript API and Google maps API.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Figure 4: Sequence flow of LBS provider, cloud, LBS
user
The system model shows that the CTS needed some
basic applications to view the locations in a short
period of time.There are two primary applications of
coordinate system.
1. Geographic information system: GIS is a system
achieves to collect, load, manage, evaluate, execute and
present dimensional or geological data. Based on this
GIS we can easily find the city map data and quickly
identify where the user moves from one area to another.
2. Projection: It is nothing but transformations from
one coordinate system to another.
To achieve the great circle distance we need some geodata.To identify this geo-data, geodetic technique is
used it gives the 2D and 3D dimensions on the
spherical earth based tree structure. The UTM
(Universal Transverse Mercator) is used to calculate
Cartesian coordinate points present in 2D or 3D

We tested this ss-tree and CTS technique using real
time dataset on LBS providers. Dataset is downloaded
from LBS geo location website [11] for GCD
calculations. For experimental purpose, we considered
four users locations for each LBS provider. As shown
in Fig 2 we are calculated the shortest distance between
two locations. By using GCD formula we get the final
query result. The query result for four users searching
locations at cloud side and user side.
Based on ss-tree and CTS techniques, the four users
searches locations calculated by GCD to reduce the
latency and increases the maximum number of queries.
The final query result is very efficient to each and
every user for searching their locations in a privacy
preserving manner.
Users searches
locations

SS-tree
and CTS
Technique
using
Euclidean
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Distance
Hyderabad
20
35
Mumbai
22
34
Chennai
36
42
Delhi
42
48
Table 1: LBS users query efficiency at cloud side.

Query latency(second)

Query range(meter)

The above table shows the results after calculating
query result using ss-tree and CTS techniques as well
as ss-tree technique. We can observe that combining
the two techniques the efficiency of the query result
were clearly increased.
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Figure 6 : Graphical representation of queries efficiency for
each dataset.
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Figure 7 : Graphical representation of LBS users’ latency at
user’s side.

VI.CONCLUSION
Coordinate transformation technique helps to calculate
the distance between two locations. So, in this paper,
we used a great circle distance to finding a shortest
metric between two locations in order to enhance the
efficiency of many queries and to reduce the query
latency.
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